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This book this video is based on was named one of the most important books of 1996 by Project

Censored : The News that Didn't Make the News. The book is in its third english printing since being

released in September, 1995. Translations were released in Japan and Germany in 1996. The U.S.

Military's first target is the electrojet: a river of electricity that flows thousands of miles through the

sky and down into the polar icecap. The electrojet will become a vibrating artificial antenna for

sending electromagnetic radiation raining down on the Earth. The U.S. military can then "X-ray" the

Earth and talk to submarines. But there's much more they can do with HAARP. This video reveals

surprises from secret meetings. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Using electromagnetic energies to control the weather, tamper with the capacity of the mind to think

clearly, etc., is not science fiction. The great scientists, Albert Roy Davis and Walter C. Rawls, Jr.,

themselves world renowned experts in electromagnetics, wrote in their fourth book, "The Magnetic



Blueprint of Life" (1979), that electromagnetic energies could be used to do exactly that. They stated

in the book that the communications disruptions throughout the world in 1977 (1977 blackout?)

were, they believe, due to experiments the Russians were doing, blasting enormous amounts of

electromagnetic energy into the atmosphere, just like HAARP does. They also wrote that they

believe that the upper strata atmospheric winds that control the weather have been changed (global

warming?).In addition, Davis and Rawls stated that powerlines in the U.S. are above ground, unlike

in Great Britain and other countries where they prefer to put them underground, and they will

eventually cause a change in the protective ozone layer that surrounds the earth.Albert Roy Davis

was the first scientist to discover that North and South pole magnetic fields are separate energies

with different effects. For example, North pole magnetism was found to increase the intelligence and

memory of animals that were exposed to it. The South pole reduced their intelligence and memory.

Now, do you believe it's just a coincidence that the vast majority of telephones and headphones are

configured so they radiate South pole magnetic fields into the brain of the user?? Neither do I.We're

still laughably told in the media and on TV programs that nuclear weapons are the most powerful

weapons in the world. So in fifty years we haven't developed weapons that are more powerful?

The High-frequency Active Auroral Research Project was named to be misleading. It was evidently

hoped that those who did recognize that word "auroral" would accept the idea that the University of

Alaska is studying the aurora borealis. However, if that is so, a huge amount of money is being

channeled into studying a light show. Could this naming strategy deflect attention away from a

deeper and hidden reason for HAARP? That is, weapons development for the military? The funding

makes far more sense in that context, not to mention attempts to conceal said funding.When some

people first hear about HAARP, they may default to the possibility that whoever is speaking about it

may have fallen victim to yet another Internet hoax. In my opinion, this mid-nineties non-fiction

research classic puts the hoax-as-only-story possibility firmly to rest. Begich and Manning do not

approach this topic as speculation about who may be behind the dubious activities behind the

fence, but they do point out that HAARP is part of a global cooperative effort. The facility in Alaska is

not the only ionospheric heater on the planet. So it's bigger than weapons development by the US

military alone. It is also copiously documented that official sources have repeatedly lied to the public

about exactly what is going on. Some of the possibilities that electromagnetic manipulation can

target certainly sound outlandish, so it's obvious why some dismiss the entire topic of HAARP as

being a gullible tin-hat wearer's hobby du jour.Did you know that there are rivers of electrical power

flowing through the sky? Nikola Tesla knew, and he wanted to harness that power to serve



mankind. However, the scientific patents and procedures that eventually developed appear to be

now in the service of other motives.
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